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Main Threats - CEDR Research

- Flooding of road surface
- Erosion of road embankments and foundations
- Landslips and avalanches
- Loss of road structure integrity
- Loss of pavement integrity
- Loss of driving ability due to extreme weather events
- Reduced ability for maintenance
How resilient is the network to FUTURE extreme weather events? Fluvial, Pluvial Coastal.

How will climate change influence these events?

Can we take account of these changes in future designs and how is this achievable?
JBA has hydraulically accurate modelling of extreme flooding.

- JFLOW+ software solves the full shallow water flow equations.
- Also derived a Comprehensive Flood Map (CFM) for Ireland, covering fluvial, coastal and extreme surface water for different extreme events.

- Solves depth averaged hydraulic equations
- Generates reliable depth grids, velocity grids and hazard
- Has been used to make national maps, typically at 5m resolution

Establish resilience
Sources of rainfall intensity for drainage design

- Met Éireann – long duration e.g. 100 yr return 6 hr storm
  - Used for design of attenuation systems, wetlands, detention basins, Greenfield runoff
- Paved = FSR 1975 – short duration <15 mins. 5 yr return.
  - Used for design of carrier pipes on edge of carriageway M5 2min

Climate change

- Current approach – increase rainfall intensities by 20%

Examples

- IH 124 – Discharge $f(\text{Area}, \text{Soil}, \text{SAAR}) \text{Area}\cdot\text{Soil}\cdot\text{SAAR}$
- Rational Method – Discharge $f(\text{Coefficient of runoff}, i, \text{Area}) \text{CiA}$
Account for Climate Change by Adding 20% to rainfall intensities.
Ensemble of regional climate model projections for Ireland
Author: Paul Nolan, Irish Centre for High-End Computing and Meteorology and Climate Centre, School of Mathematical Sciences, University College Dublin

IH 124 Q = SOIL.AREA.SAAR
Figure 3.5. Projected changes (%) in seasonal precipitation. (a) Medium- to low-emission scenario; (b) high-emission scenario. In each case, the future period 2041–2060 is compared with the past period 1981–2000.
How will climate change influence these events

Summary 2

- Short duration events more intense
  - Bigger carrier pipes
- Long term
  - Seasonal changes more pronounced
  - Consider changing design approach
- More frequent storm events
  - Return periods
Can we take account of these changes in future designs and how is this achievable.
RAINFALL (mm/h) [Averaged]  Total rain = 13.6 mm  Peak = 12.0

EVENT : 5-APR-11 19:00 to 6-APR-11 5:00 (Time in hours)

FLOW (l/s)  Total vol = 115.9 m³  Peak = 19.1

SITE 02 : 5-APR-11 19:00 to 6-APR-11 5:00 (Time in hours)

Inlet flow
Grassed channel
Flow rate 20l/s

Outlet to stream
Channel plus wetland
Flow rate 3.5 l/s
Lag 2.5 to 3 hrs
Conclusion

- How resilient is the network to future extreme weather events
  - Focus on flooding – Detailed LIDAR and Modelling
  - Identify vulnerable areas
- How will climate change influence these events
  - Changes in rainfall intensities – pipe sizing – attenuation requirements
- Can we take account of these changes in future designs and how is this achievable.
  - New parameters, Change design